Reed v. Town of Gilbert, Arizona, ___ U.S. ___ (2015)
Clyde&Reed&is&the&pastor&of&Good&News&Community&Church&in&Gilbert,&Arizona.&&Lacking&a&building&of&their&own,&
the& church& holds& services& in& various& locations& around& the& town,& posting& signs& to& inform& parishioners& and& others&
where&and&when&the&next&service&will&be&held.&&These&signs&often&failed&to&comply&with&the&Town&of&Gilbert’s&sign&
code.&&That&code&required&that&“Temporary&Directional&Signs&Relating&to&a&Qualifying&Event”&(such&as&a&religious&
service)& be& no& more& than& six& square& feet,& be& put& up& no& earlier& than& 12& hours& before& the& event& and& be& taken& down&
within&the&hour.&&Had&the&Reed&posted&“Ideological&Signs”&or&“Political&Signs,”&the&signs&could&have&been&bigger&and&
allowed& to& remain& standing& for& longer& periods& of& time.& & After& Reed& was& warned& that& future& violations& of& the& Sign&
Code& would& be& punished,& he& and& the& Good& News& Community& Church& filed& a& lawsuit& in& the& local& district& court,&
claiming&that&the&Sign&Code&violated&the&First&and&Fourteenth&Amendments.&&Both&the&local&district&court&and&the&
Court& of& Appeals& for& the& Ninth& Circuit& rejected& that& claim.& & Reed& appealed& to& the& Supreme& Court& of& the& United&
States.&
&
The& Supreme& Court& by& a& 9W0& vote& declared& the& Sign& Code& unconstitutional.& & Justice& Clarence& Thomas’s&
majority&opinion&declared&that&the&different&standards&for&political,&ideological,&and&temporary&directional&signs&was&
content&discrimination&that&could&not&pass&constitutional&muster&under&the&strict&scrutiny&standard.&&Justice&Elana&
Kagan’s& concurring& opinion& insisted& that& the& justices& need& not& determine& whether& content& discrimination& always&
required& strict& scrutiny& because& the& ordinance& in& this& case& could& not& meet& any& judicial& standard.& & Kagan’s&
concurrence&suggests&that&towns&ought&to&be&able&to&make&exceptions&for&historical&markers&and&similar&signs.&&Could&
a& town& do& this& under& the& standard& suggested& by& the& majority?& & Should& towns& be& able& to& give& historical& markers&
special&status&or&is&this&a&form&of&favored&speech?&&Is&the&majority’s&test&as&workable&as&Justice&Thomas&and&Justice&
Samuel&Alito&suggest&or&is&a&more&flexible&standard&appropriate&for&evaluating&local&sign&ordinances?&
!
Justice!THOMAS!delivered!the!opinion!of!the!Court.!
!
.!.!.!.!
Government!regulation!of!speech!is!content!based!if!a!law!applies!to!particular!speech!because!of!
the!topic!discussed!or!the!idea!or!message!expressed.!!This!commonsense!meaning!of!the!phrase!“content!
based”!requires!a!court!to!consider!whether!a!regulation!of!speech!“on!its!face”!draws!distinctions!based!
on! the! message! a! speaker! conveys.!Some! facial! distinctions! based! on! a! message! are! obvious,! defining!
regulated!speech!by!particular!subject!matter,!and!others!are!more!subtle,!defining!regulated!speech!by!
its! function! or! purpose.! Both! are! distinctions! drawn! based! on! the! message! a! speaker! conveys,! and,!
therefore,!are!subject!to!strict!scrutiny.!
.!.!.!.!!
The!TownIs!Sign!Code!is!content!based!on!its!face.!It!defines!“Temporary!Directional!Signs”!on!
the! basis! of! whether! a! sign! conveys! the! message! of! directing! the! public! to! church! or! some! other!
“qualifying! event.! It! defines! “Political! Signs”! on! the! basis! of! whether! a! signIs! message! is! “designed! to!
influence!the!outcome!of!an!election.”!And!it!defines!“Ideological!Signs”!on!the!basis!of!whether!a!sign!
“communicat[es]! a! message! or! ideas”! that! do! not! fit! within! the! CodeIs! other! categories.!It! then! subjects!
each!of!these!categories!to!different!restrictions.!
The! restrictions! in! the! Sign! Code! that! apply! to! any! given! sign! thus! depend! entirely! on! the!
communicative! content! of! the! sign.! If! a! sign! informs! its! reader! of! the! time! and! place! a! book! club! will!
discuss! John! LockeIs! Two! Treatises! of! Government,! that! sign! will! be! treated! differently! from! a! sign!
expressing!the!view!that!one!should!vote!for!one!of!LockeIs!followers!in!an!upcoming!election,!and!both!
signs! will! be! treated! differently! from! a! sign! expressing! an! ideological! view! rooted! in! LockeIs! theory! of!
government.!More! to! the! point,! the! ChurchIs! signs! inviting! people! to! attend! its! worship! services! are!
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treated!differently!from!signs!conveying!other!types!of!ideas.!On!its!face,!the!Sign!Code!is!a!contentPbased!
regulation! of! speech.! We! thus! have! no! need! to! consider! the! governmentIs! justifications! or! purposes! for!
enacting!the!Code!to!determine!whether!it!is!subject!to!strict!scrutiny.!
.!.!.!.!
.! .! .! .! ! A! law! that! is! content! based! on! its! face! is! subject! to! strict! scrutiny! regardless! of! the!
governmentIs! benign! motive,! contentPneutral! justification,! or! lack! of! “animus! toward! the! ideas!
contained”! in! the! regulated! speech.!Although! “a! contentPbased! purpose! may! be! sufficient! in! certain!
circumstances! to! show! that! a! regulation! is! content! based,! it! is! not! necessary.”!! In! other! words,! an!
innocuous!justification!cannot!transform!a!facially!contentPbased!law!into!one!that!is!content!neutral.!
.!.!.!.!
.!.!.!.!!Innocent!motives!do!not!eliminate!the!danger!of!censorship!presented!by!a!facially!contentP
based! statute,! as! future! government! officials! may! one! day! wield! such! statutes! to! suppress! disfavored!
speech.! That! is! why! the! First! Amendment! expressly! targets! the! operation! of! the! laws—i.e.,!the!
“abridg[ement]!of!speech”—rather!than!merely!the!motives!of!those!who!enacted!them.!!
.!.!.!.!
Government! discrimination! among! viewpoints—or! the! regulation! of! speech! based! on! “the!
specific! motivating! ideology! or! the! opinion! or! perspective! of! the! speaker”—is! a! “more! blatant”! and!
“egregious! form! of! content! discrimination.! But! it! is! well! established! that! “[t]he! First! AmendmentIs!
hostility!to!contentPbased!regulation!extends!not!only!to!restrictions!on!particular!viewpoints,!but!also!to!
prohibition!of!public!discussion!of!an!entire!topic.”!!Thus,!a!speech!regulation!targeted!at!specific!subject!
matter!is!content!based!even!if!it!does!not!discriminate!among!viewpoints!within!that!subject!matter.!!For!
example,!a!law!banning!the!use!of!sound!trucks!for!political!speech—and!only!political!speech—would!
be! a! contentPbased! regulation,! even! if! it! imposed! no! limits! on! the! political! viewpoints! that! could! be!
expressed.! The! TownIs! Sign! Code! likewise! singles! out! specific! subject! matter! for! differential! treatment,!
even! if! it! does! not! target! viewpoints! within! that! subject! matter.! Ideological! messages! are! given! more!
favorable! treatment! than! messages! concerning! a! political! candidate,! which! are! themselves! given! more!
favorable! treatment! than! messages! announcing! an! assembly! of! likePminded! individuals.! That! is! a!
paradigmatic!example!of!contentPbased!discrimination.!
.!.!.!.!
.!.!.!.![T]hat!a!distinction!is!event!based!does!not!render!it!content!neutral.!The!Court!of!Appeals!
cited! no! precedent! from! this! Court! supporting! its! novel! theory! of! an! exception! from! the! contentP
neutrality!requirement!for!eventPbased!laws.!As!we!have!explained,!a!speech!regulation!is!content!based!
if!the!law!applies!to!particular!speech!because!of!the!topic!discussed!or!the!idea!or!message!expressed.!!A!
regulation! that! targets! a! sign! because! it! conveys! an! idea! about! a! specific! event! is! no! less! content! based!
than!a!regulation!that!targets!a!sign!because!it!conveys!some!other!idea.!Here,!the!Code!singles!out!signs!
bearing!a!particular!message:!the!time!and!location!of!a!specific!event.!This!type!of!ordinance!may!seem!
like!a!perfectly!rational!way!to!regulate!signs,!but!a!clear!and!firm!rule!governing!content!neutrality!is!an!
essential!means!of!protecting!the!freedom!of!speech,!even!if!laws!that!might!seem!“entirely!reasonable”!
will!sometimes!be!“struck!down!because!of!their!contentPbased!nature.”!!
Because!the!TownIs!Sign!Code!imposes!contentPbased!restrictions!on!speech,!those!provisions!can!
stand!only!if!they!survive!strict!scrutiny,!“!‘which!requires!the!Government!to!prove!that!the!restriction!
furthers!a!compelling!interest!and!is!narrowly!tailored!to!achieve!that!interest,’!”!.!.!.!!!
Starting! with! the! preservation! of! aesthetics,! temporary! directional! signs! are! “no! greater! an!
eyesore,”!than! ideological! or! political! ones.! Yet! the! Code! allows! unlimited! proliferation! of! larger!
ideological! signs! while! strictly! limiting! the! number,! size,! and! duration! of! smaller! directional! ones.! The!
Town! cannot! claim! that! placing! strict! limits! on! temporary! directional! signs! is! necessary! to! beautify! the!
Town! while! at! the! same! time! allowing! unlimited! numbers! of! other! types! of! signs! that! create! the! same!
problem.!
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The! Town! similarly! has! not! shown! that! limiting! temporary! directional! signs! is! necessary! to!
eliminate! threats! to! traffic! safety,! but! that! limiting! other! types! of! signs! is! not.! The! Town! has! offered! no!
reason!to!believe!that!directional!signs!pose!a!greater!threat!to!safety!than!do!ideological!or!political!signs.!
If!anything,!a!sharply!worded!ideological!sign!seems!more!likely!to!distract!a!driver!than!a!sign!directing!
the!public!to!a!nearby!church!meeting.!
.!.!.!.!
The! Town! has! ample! contentPneutral! options! available! to! resolve! problems! with! safety! and!
aesthetics.!For!example,!its!current!Code!regulates!many!aspects!of!signs!that!have!nothing!to!do!with!a!
signIs!message:!size,!building!materials,!lighting,!moving!parts,!and!portability.!And!on!public!property,!
the!Town!may!go!a!long!way!toward!entirely!forbidding!the!posting!of!signs,!so!long!as!it!does!so!in!an!
evenhanded,!contentPneutral!manner.!.!.!.!
.!.!.!.![T]he!presence!of!certain!signs!may!be!essential,!both!for!vehicles!and!pedestrians,!to!guide!
traffic!or!to!identify!hazards!and!ensure!safety.!A!sign!ordinance!narrowly!tailored!to!the!challenges!of!
protecting!the!safety!of!pedestrians,!drivers,!and!passengers—such!as!warning!signs!marking!hazards!on!
private! property,! signs! directing! traffic,! or! street! numbers! associated! with! private! houses—well! might!
survive!strict!scrutiny.!The!signs!at!issue!in!this!case,!including!political!and!ideological!signs!and!signs!
for!events,!are!far!removed!from!those!purposes.!As!discussed!above,!they!are!facially!content!based!and!
are!neither!justified!by!traditional!safety!concerns!nor!narrowly!tailored.!
!
Justice!ALITO,!with!whom!Justice!KENNEDY!and!Justice!SOTOMAYOR!join,!concurring.!
!
I!join!the!opinion!of!the!Court!but!add!a!few!words!of!further!explanation.!
As! the! Court! holds,! what! we! have! termed! “contentPbased”! laws! must! satisfy! strict! scrutiny.!
ContentPbased! laws! merit! this! protection! because! they! present,! albeit! sometimes! in! a! subtler! form,! the!
same!dangers!as!laws!that!regulate!speech!based!on!viewpoint.!Limiting!speech!based!on!its!“topic”!or!
“subject”! favors! those! who! do! not! want! to! disturb! the! status! quo.! Such! regulations! may! interfere! with!
democratic!selfPgovernment!and!the!search!for!truth..!
As! the! Court! shows,! the! regulations! at! issue! in! this! case! are! replete! with! contentPbased!
distinctions,! and! as! a! result! they! must! satisfy! strict! scrutiny.! This! does! not! mean,! however,! that!
municipalities! are! powerless! to! enact! and! enforce! reasonable! sign! regulations.! I! will! not! attempt! to!
provide!anything!like!a!comprehensive!list,!but!here!are!some!rules!that!would!not!be!content!based:!
Rules!regulating!the!size!of!signs.!.!.!.!!
Rules!regulating!the!locations!in!which!signs!may!be!placed.!.!.!.!
Rules!distinguishing!between!lighted!and!unlighted!signs.!
Rules!distinguishing!between!signs!with!fixed!messages!and!electronic!signs!with!messages!that!
change.!
Rules!that!distinguish!between!the!placement!of!signs!on!private!and!public!property.!
Rules!distinguishing!between!the!placement!of!signs!on!commercial!and!residential!property.!
Rules!distinguishing!between!onPpremises!and!offPpremises!signs.!
Rules!restricting!the!total!number!of!signs!allowed!per!mile!of!roadway.!
Rules!imposing!time!restrictions!on!signs!advertising!a!onePtime!event.!.!.!.!
.!.!.!
!
Justice!BREYER,!concurring!in!the!judgment.!
!
.!.!.!.!
To!use!content!discrimination!to!trigger!strict!scrutiny!sometimes!makes!perfect!sense.!There!are!
cases!in!which!the!Court!has!found!content!discrimination!an!unconstitutional!method!for!suppressing!a!
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viewpoint.!! And! there! are! cases! where! the! Court! has! found! content! discrimination! to! reveal! that! rules!
governing!a!traditional!public!forum!are,!in!fact,!not!a!neutral!way!of!fairly!managing!the!forum!in!the!
interest! of! all! speakers.!! In! these! types! of! cases,! strict! scrutiny! is! often! appropriate,! and! content!
discrimination!has!thus!served!a!useful!purpose.!
But! content! discrimination,! while! helping! courts! to! identify! unconstitutional! suppression! of!
expression,!cannot!and!should!not!always!trigger!strict!scrutiny.!.!.!.!Regulatory!programs!almost!always!
require!content!discrimination.!And!to!hold!that!such!content!discrimination!triggers!strict!scrutiny!is!to!
write!a!recipe!for!judicial!management!of!ordinary!government!regulatory!activity.!
Consider! a! few! examples! of! speech! regulated! by! government! that! inevitably! involve! content!
discrimination,! but! where! a! strong! presumption! against! constitutionality! has! no! place.! Consider!
governmental!regulation!of!securities,!of!energy!conservation!labelingPpractices,!!of!prescription!drugs,!of!
doctorPpatient! confidentiality,! of! income! tax! statements,!of! commercial! airplane! briefings;! of! signs! at!
petting!zoos,!and!so!on.!
.! .! .! I! recognize! that! the! Court! could! escape! the! problem! by! watering! down! the! force! of! the!
presumption! against! constitutionality! that! “strict! scrutiny”! normally! carries! with! it.! But,! in! my! view,!
doing!so!will!weaken!the!First!AmendmentIs!protection!in!instances!where!“strict!scrutiny”!should!apply!
in!full!force.!
The! better! approach! is! to! generally! treat! content! discrimination! as! a! strong! reason! weighing!
against! the! constitutionality! of! a! rule! where! a! traditional! public! forum,! or! where! viewpoint!
discrimination,! is! threatened,! but! elsewhere! treat! it! as! a! rule! of! thumb,! finding! it! a! helpful,! but! not!
determinative!legal!tool,!in!an!appropriate!case,!to!determine!the!strength!of!a!justification.!I!would!use!
content! discrimination! as! a! supplement! to! a! more! basic! analysis,! which,! tracking! most! of! our! First!
Amendment!cases,!asks!whether!the!regulation!at!issue!works!harm!to!First!Amendment!interests!that!is!
disproportionate! in! light! of! the! relevant! regulatory! objectives.! Answering! this! question! requires!
examining! the! seriousness! of! the! harm! to! speech,! the! importance! of! the! countervailing! objectives,! the!
extent!to!which!the!law!will!achieve!those!objectives,!and!whether!there!are!other,!less!restrictive!ways!of!
doing!so.!!
Admittedly,!this!approach!does!not!have!the!simplicity!of!a!mechanical!use!of!categories.!But!it!
does!permit!the!government!to!regulate!speech!in!numerous!instances!where!the!voters!have!authorized!
the! government! to! regulate! and! where! courts! should! hesitate! to! substitute! judicial! judgment! for! that! of!
administrators.!
.!.!.!.!
!
Justice!KAGAN,!with!whom!Justice!GINSBURG!and!Justice!BREYER!join,!concurring!in!the!judgment.!
Countless! cities! and! towns! across! America! have! adopted! ordinances! regulating! the! posting! of!
signs,! while! exempting! certain! categories! of! signs! based! on! their! subject! matter.! For! example,! some!
municipalities! generally! prohibit! illuminated! signs! in! residential! neighborhoods,! but! lift! that! ban! for!
signs!that!identify!the!address!of!a!home!or!the!name!of!its!owner!or!occupant.!In!other!municipalities,!
safety! signs! such! as! “Blind! Pedestrian! Crossing”! and! “Hidden! Driveway”! can! be! posted! without! a!
permit,! even! as! other! permanent! signs! require! one.! Elsewhere,! historic! site! markers—for! example,!
“George!Washington!Slept!Here”—are!also!exempt!from!general!regulations.!And!similarly,!the!federal!
Highway! Beautification! Act! limits! signs! along! interstate! highways! unless,! for! instance,! they! direct!
travelers!to!“scenic!and!historical!attractions”!or!advertise!free!coffee.!!
So!on!the!majorityIs!view,!courts!would!have!to!determine!that!a!town!has!a!compelling!interest!
in!informing!passersby!where!George!Washington!slept.!And!likewise,!courts!would!have!to!find!that!a!
town!has!no!other!way!to!prevent!hiddenPdriveway!mishaps!than!by!specially!treating!hiddenPdriveway!
signs.!(WellPplaced!speed!bumps?!Lower!speed!limits?!Or!how!about!just!a!ban!on!hidden!driveways?)!
The! consequence—unless! courts! water! down! strict! scrutiny! to! something! unrecognizable—is! that! our!
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communities!will!find!themselves!in!an!unenviable!bind:!They!will!have!to!either!repeal!the!exemptions!
that! allow! for! helpful! signs! on! streets! and! sidewalks,! or! else! lift! their! sign! restrictions! altogether! and!
resign!themselves!to!the!resulting!clutter.!!
.! .! .! .! This!CourtIs!decisions!articulate!two!important!and!related!reasons!for!subjecting!contentP
based!speech!regulations!to!the!most!exacting!standard!of!review.!The!first!is!“to!preserve!an!uninhibited!
marketplace!of!ideas!in!which!truth!will!ultimately!prevail.”!!The!second!is!to!ensure!that!the!government!
has! not! regulated! speech! “based! on! hostility—or! favoritism—towards! the! underlying! message!
expressed.”!!Yet!the!subjectPmatter!exemptions!included!in!many!sign!ordinances!do!not!implicate!those!
concerns.! Allowing! residents,! say,! to! install! a! light! bulb! over! “name! and! address”! signs! but! no! others!
does! not! distort! the! marketplace! of! ideas.! Nor! does! that! different! treatment! give! rise! to! an! inference! of!
impermissible!government!motive.!
We! apply! strict! scrutiny! to! facially! contentPbased! regulations! of! speech,! in! keeping! with! the!
rationales! just! described,! when! there! is! any! “realistic! possibility! that! official! suppression! of! ideas! is!
afoot.”!.!.!.!!SubjectPmatter!regulation!.!.!.!may!have!the!intent!or!effect!of!favoring!some!ideas!over!others.!
When! that! is! realistically! possible—when! the! restriction! “raises! the! specter! that! the! Government! may!
effectively!drive!certain!ideas!or!viewpoints!from!the!marketplace”—we!insist!that!the!law!pass!the!most!
demanding!constitutional!test.!.!
But! when! that! is! not! realistically! possible,! we! may! do! well! to! relax! our! guard! so! that! “entirely!
reasonable”!laws!imperiled!by!strict!scrutiny!can!survive.!.!.!.!!Our!cases!have!been!far!less!rigid!than!the!
majority!admits!in!applying!strict!scrutiny!to!facially!contentPbased!laws—including!in!cases!just!like!this!
one.!In!Members&of&City&Council&of&Los&Angeles&v.&Taxpayers&for&Vincent!(1984),!the!Court!declined!to!apply!
strict! scrutiny! to! a! municipal! ordinance! that! exempted! address! numbers! and! markers! commemorating!
“historical,!cultural,!or!artistic!event[s]”!from!a!generally!applicable!limit!on!sidewalk!signs.!.!.!.!!In!City&of&
Ladue& v.& Gilleo! (1994),! the! Court! assumed!arguendo!that! a! sign! ordinanceIs! exceptions! for! address! signs,!
safety!signs,!and!forPsale!signs!in!residential!areas!did!not!trigger!strict!scrutiny.!!We!did!not!need!to,!and!
so!did!not,!decide!the!levelPofPscrutiny!question!because!the!lawIs!breadth!made!it!unconstitutional!under!
any!standard.!
The!majority!could!easily!have!taken!LadueIs!tack!here.!The!Town!of!GilbertIs!defense!of!its!sign!
ordinance—most! notably,! the! lawIs! distinctions! between! directional! signs! and! others—does! not! pass!
strict! scrutiny,! or! intermediate! scrutiny,! or! even! the! laugh! test.! The! Town,! for! example,! provides! no!
reason!at!all!for!prohibiting!more!than!four!directional!signs!on!a!property!while!placing!no!limits!on!the!
number!of!other!types!of!signs.!Similarly,!the!Town!offers!no!coherent!justification!for!restricting!the!size!
of!directional!signs!to!6!square!feet!while!allowing!other!signs!to!reach!20!square!feet.!.!.!.!Why!exactly!a!
smaller! sign! better! helps! travelers! get! to! where! they! are! going! is! left! a! mystery.! The! absence! of! any!
sensible!basis!for!these!and!other!distinctions!dooms!the!TownIs!ordinance!under!even!the!intermediate!
scrutiny! that! the! Court! typically! applies! to! “time,! place,! or! manner”! speech! regulations.! Accordingly,!
there! is! no! need! to! decide! in! this! case! whether! strict! scrutiny! applies! to! every! sign! ordinance! in! every!
town!across!this!country!containing!a!subjectPmatter!exemption.!
.!.!.!.!!
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